
 

 
 

 

Five weeks into our latest lockdown and ‘mental health awareness week’ could not have come at a more appropriate or   

needed time!  

As a school we know just how challenging it is for our families at the moment: our parents may feel they are not able to give 

their children all of the support they need and our children may feel that they are disconnected from the rest of their friends 

and school community. If this is you, I want you to know that you are not alone. We are all just about ‘coping’ at the moment 

and ‘coping’ during a global pandemic really is something to be proud of! We are here for you and we will do all we can to  

support—even if that is just to lend a listening ear at times. We truly appreciate all of our families who are doing everything in 

their power to support the schools and our wider community by keeping themselves and their children at home wherever  

possible throughout this lockdown. 

For our families who are front line, critical workers—those supporting the work of the NHS in particular—we cannot say how 

grateful we are to those of you who are staring Covid directly in the face everyday and helping to keep the rest of us safe,   

protected and provided for during this awful time. 

On site and remote learning update 

Over the week, we have had many new enquiries from families requesting school placements. Alongside this, we have also 

received quite a few enquiries from family members as they are concerned that the numbers of children attending the school 

is so high. We are doing everything we can to keep our numbers as low as possible until full reopening so that we can continue 

to support our NHS and frontline workers as well as our families who are at home. Critical worker places are not allocated 

freely or without first completing stringent checks or conducting in-depth discussions with the family members—in all cases 

we have asked families to provide proof of the working status directly from their employers. While critical worker families 

have been allocated places within the school, the guidance is clear that ‘if a child can be kept at home, then they should be’. 

For this reason, and in order to safeguard our chances of full re-opening on 8th March, we do not plan to make any changes to 

our existing on site registers. We know that it is getting harder as time goes on and we are fully committed to supporting you 

at home, but—as much as we would love to—we cannot increase our numbers further at this time.  We are also continuing to 

work with our critical worker families to ensure that they also keep their children at home on days when they are not actively 

working in order to support us further. So many of our families have been really supportive in this flexible offer and we thank 

them for this. 

 

Mental health and wellbeing 

During these horrible times, one of the biggest challenges we can face is a sense of isolation and loneliness. Mental health 

awareness week has been focusing on the importance of expressing yourself. If you have not already done so, please spend 

some time looking over the wellbeing activity ideas on the Place2Be website (link at the bottom of this page) as there are lots 

of fabulous activities and ideas available to help our children (and our grown-ups) to find ways to express their emotions and 

themselves mentally and physically healthy. 

Remember, you are all doing an amazing job!  

Stay strong and take care of yourselves, 

Mrs Tracy Serle 

 

Place2Be: 

www.place2be.org.uk/our-services/parents-and-carers/coronavirus-wellbeing-activity-ideas-for-families/ 
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A Small Sample of BHJS Feel Good Friday 

Fun... 

Fire by Judy Brown 

What makes a fire burn  
is space between the logs, 

a breathing space. 
Too much of a good thing, 

too many logs packed in too tight, 
can douse the flames 

almost as surely  
as a pail of water would. 

So building fires requires attention 
to the spaces in between, 
as much as to the wood. 
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